**GLUE PULLER**

A heavy duty GPR glue puller kit that is in a league of its own!

**APPLICATION**

Utilizes large glue pads with heavy duty glue to pull and straighten large damaged areas on external sheet metal.

**FEATURE & BENEFITS**

- **HD GLUE & TABS** - Performs heavy duty pulls without any welding or removing of parts, paint, or protective coatings.
- **PULLING HARNES** - Attach to machine-aided puller for the toughest pulls.
- **SAVE TIME & COATINGS** - Avoid welding/arc procedures and damaging coating
- **NO HEAT** - Repair heat sensitive materials

**DESCRIPTION**

The **DF-GPX Glue Puller Xtreme** will perform repairs on major panel damage with a minimum of tear down, prep, clean up, and damage to the vehicle. Allows the user to pull panels without removing paint or corrosion protection, without removing other parts, and with out the need to weld pull tabs onto the car.

This tool is the 1st choice for tear down and access pulls to determine the extent of the damage, and accessing the internal damage. This tool allows the user to glue and pull without the high temperatures of welding pull tabs. This can be crucial when working with heat sensitive ultra-high strength steels.

**OPTIONAL UPGRADE**

Bridge Puller DF-505BP

**NOTE:** Pulling devices sourced separately
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